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What dо you see оn this picture?



British school



  OUR  LYCEUM



  OUR  LYCEUM

Our school is 80 years ago.



LOOK AND LEARN

 

[ ˈfɔːrən ]



LOOK AND LEARN

foreign



LOOK AND LEARN

[ˈbrɪtɪʃ]
     [ˈspænɪʃ]
          [ˈdʒɜː.mən ]
                      [frenʧ]



LOOK AND LEARN

British
   Spanish
       German
            French



LOOK AND LEARN

  

[ˈdrɑːmə ]

          [ˈsaɪəns ]



 
 

LOOK AND LEARN

Drama
                      
           Science



1. When does the school year start in 
Britain?

a)    At the age of 11 – 12.

 2. At what age do British children go to 
secondary school?

b)   It starts in September.

3. Do British students wear a school 
uniform?

c)    It lasts 40 or 45 minutes.

4. Do children in Britain learn foreign 
languages at school

d)    Yes, they do. French is often the first 
foreign  language they learn at school.

5. What school holidaysч do British 
children have?
 How long does a lesson in a British school 
last?

e)    Most students do. The favourite colours 
for school uniform are blue, grey, black 
and green.

6 How long does a lesson in a British school 
last?

f)    They have Christmas holidays, Easter 
holidays and summer holidays. Schools 
also have special half-term holidays in 
the middle of each term. These 
holidays last a week.
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Cinquain (синквейн)

1. Название темы. British School
2. Описание темы 

(2 прилагательных).
Fantastic, cool

3. Характеристика темы через 
действие (3 глагола).

To see, to enjoy, 
to invite 

4. Фраза, выражающая 
отношение автора синквейна 
к теме.

I suggest that I 
will visit

5. Одно слово-синоним к теме. Friends



Homework

Ex. 139, 140, p. 40,
new words p. 39


